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GOOD TO KNOW ! by WERNER GATTIKER

The Rayon Types: B. Rayon I (Zumstein 15 and 17) 

The original Rayon I (Zum. 15) issued in 1850 was printed in three colours: A blue to dark-blue background sparing 
only the white and red of the Swiss shield, red (carmine to vermilion) colour surrounding the white cross, and  
black  for  the main design.  This  3-colour  printing  was very  ambitious  for  the period,  and also laborious  and 
therefore  expensive.  It  was  soon  abandoned  and  in  1851  the  2-colour  Rayon  I  (Zum.  17)  was  issued.  The 
background colour has now disappeared, and the main design was no longer printed in black, but in a generally  
light-blue colour. 

As explained in the introduction “Good to Know!”, the original printing stone consisted of 40 individually hand-
drawn units which differed from each-other in many small details, especially noticeable in the outer filler-design  
of small scrolls and wavy lines. These 40 units we call “Types”. They were arranged in five rows of 8 Types, so that  
Type 1 is in the top left corner, Type 8 in the top right, Type 33 in the bottom left and Type 40 in the bottom right  
corner of the block of 40. This original printing stone was used for both the 1850 3-colour Rayon I as well as the  
1851 2-colour Rayon I. 

When trying to determine the type number of a particular stamp it is necessary to have available a TYPE-TABLE 
showing all 40 Rayon I types for comparison.* Thanks to the efforts of specialist collector Jonathan Cartwright and 
Webmaster Fred Hoadley good reproductions of the type-tables of the basic Rayons can now be seen on the HPS 
website. To start with, when looking for a Type, it is best to concentrate on one small part of the stamp. By way of  
example I reproduce below the top left corner of three Types to show the differences in the filler squiggles.

                
Type 1   Type 3                       Type 8

One could also look at other design elements for comparison. The “5” or the “Rp.” for instance differ not only in  
their individual shape and size, but also in their position relative to the surrounding cord, as can be seen in the  
examples on the next page:
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                           Type 27         Type 31            Type 39

Type 27: Figure 5 with pronounced upward swing of serif (found on many Types); Type 31: Figure 5 with short serif  
pointing downwards, typical for Types 15, 31 and 32; Type 39: Figure 5 positioned very high, typical for Types 6, 14  
and 39.

Individual Types sometimes show a design element (or lack thereof) unique to that Type, such as a white area due 
to the lack of background squiggles around the left end of the inscription band on Type 34 shown below left (Type  
19 added for comparison to show the usual spread of background lines in that area): 

Type 34 Type 19

*Footnote: The best reproductions of the Type Tables can be found in the superb book by Reuterskjöld, published  
in 1899, but with only 500 copies ever printed (150 English, 200 French, 150 German) this is a rare book and  
fetches £2,000 plus at auction. This book was reprinted in smaller format in the 1960s or 70s, but the type tables  
in that reprint are quite useless due to the poor printing and the reduction. Type Tables also appear in Zumstein's  
Handbook of 1924 (and possibly in the following edition) and also in the "Memorial Philatélique Vol III", of 1934,  
by Gustave Bertrand. I am not sure whether Herbert Munk ever published these tables, but the Rayon I and Rayon  
II tables are in the SBZ articles which formed the basis of the books that were produced in the 1970s "RAYON I" by  
Colombi / Städeli / Streiff, and "RAYON II" by Ernst Müller. These we have in the HPS library.
 
HINT 1 from Jonathan Cartwright: Further to Werner’s “Good to Know” Introduction to Rayon Types, you should  
now be able to see a Type Table for the Blue Rayon I (and the Type Table is the same for both dark and light blue)  
on the Society’s  Website.  It  cannot be denied that with 40 almost identical  images of  squiggly lines to pore  
through before you find yours, the task might seem daunting, and it has to be admitted that simultaneous close 
scrutiny of both the stamp and the Type Table with a 'good' magnifier is very often the only solution. 

However,  as  Werner  has  stated,  there  are 
certain Types which, either by the absence of, 
or by the addition of, certain unusual markings, 
immediately  ‘give  themselves  away’,  thus 
making the task of  identification easier.  Look, 
for  example,  at  this  illustration  (left)  of  an 
edited chunk of the Type Table. Can you spot 
how 2 of them are radically different from their 
fellows ? 

Types 9 and 11 have no squiggly lines above the 
‘RA’ of Rayon ! So, if your Blue has a gap here, 
there are only 2 images to tire your eyes, rather 
than 40. More hints to follow.

Next time we will look more closely at Rayon II 
Types. 
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THE POSTAL HISTORY OF ADELBODEN (PART THREE)                                                                                         ALAN GREEN
Adelboden in the   Second World War  

Fig. 10 Envelope from the Grand Hotel Adelboden addressed to "Major A.W.Leamond, 17 Dogra Regt. Bannu,  
N.W.F.P. India." franked 90 cents. Rate 30c + Airmail charge of 30c each 5 grammes. 1935 type etiquette. Posted  
Adelboden 15.II.37, arrived Karachi 20 FEB 37 and BANNU 22 FEB 37. 

The only evidence of the declaration of war in September 1939 in Adelboden was the absence of tourists and the  
presence  of  a  military  guard  at  the  Hahnenmoospass,  but  the  impact  on  the  economy  of  the  village  was  
devestating.

Over  50,000  French,  Belgian  and  Polish  servicemen entered  Switzerland  in  June  1940,  though  most  French  
soldiers were repatriated to Vichy France in 1941 along with some Polish forces. Allied troops began arriving in  
Switzerland in 1943. 167 USAAF aircraft landed in Switzerland between August 1943 and April 1945.   Soldiers from 
Australia and New Zealand were the first to be allocated to Adelboden. British and American airmen and escaping  
Prisoners of War began joining them in mid-1943. A few French, Yugoslav and Polish internees were also sent to 
Adelboden  for  safekeeping.  Within  twelve  months  the  overall  number  of  internees  enjoying  the  villagers'  
hospitality had risen to 1,200, of whom 600 were American. 

Under inter-governmental agreements the home country of the internee paid the Swiss for the accomodation 
they provided. Officers' allowances enabled them to live in a hotel or "pension" whilst other ranks were assigned  
to the school, farm buildings or chalets. The Nevada Palace Hotel was known as "Camp Maloey", in honour of the 
first U.S.A. Airman to die in Switzerland during WW II, by the American internees. American officers were moved 
to the Palace Hotel in Davos between late May and the 6th July 1944. British servicemen were "held" in the Hotel 
Beau Site. These arrangements were of considerable financial help to the hoteliers involved.  

The internees were guarded by one Swiss "Bewachungtruppen" soldier per building who usually slept in the  
garage on a palliasse. Access to the valley was easily guarded from a sentry box near Frutigen allowing the Swiss  
to grant almost unrestricted freedom to their "guests" in the valley.  Those that could purchased civilian clothes 
and were allowed to wear them. Some were able to study for qualifications but most were employed as farm 
labourers or in the construction industry. 

The  internees'  mail  was  handled  by  the  Swiss  military  "Feldpost".  The  Feld  Post  Directorate  located  at  
Münchenbuchsee from 1940 to 1944 and then at  Grümligen until  the repatriation held  the details  of  every  
military internee. Incoming mail was censored before delivery to the appropriate camp. Five orders and guidelines  
were issued in French, German, Italian, English, Polish, Serbian, Greek and Russian by the Directorate.  Mail from 
escaped POWs (évadés) was marked with a three-line hand stamp by a member of the Swiss military FP whilst a  
circular handstamp was used for mail from interned personnel. It was then forwarded by FP staff to Bern for Swiss 
censorship and then passed to the German authorities, hence the civilian postal staff in Adelboden were rarely  
involved with it. 

"Évadés" (escaped POWs) were repatriated between 1st July 1944 and 31st December 1944 followed by Allied and 
German "internees" in February and March 1945. The 3,302 British internees in Switzerland on 1 st September 
1944 had all left by 1st March 1945. Of the 744 American internees held on 1 st December 1944 only 50 remained 
on 1st April 1945.
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The "Kirche Adelboden" lychgate bears  a plaque which reads:  "These gates  were presented by the interned  
American airmen and the escaped prisoners  of  war of  the British  and Commonwealth.  In  memory of  many  
pleasant months spent in Adelboden 1943-1945." Figs. 11 – 14 show examples of mail with internee hand stamps 
from Adelboden.

Fig. 11 (left above) Envelope addressed to California from Adelboden routed via Geneva, Swiss censor 310. Flown  
to Berlin for German censor, resealed. Flown to Lisbon by DLH route K22. Onward flight to New York by Pan Am  
Clipper. Airmail fee paid by internee, Lisbon – New York @ 70c per 5g. Weight 12g hence Sfr. 2.10. American  
censor 11785 and resealed. Unidentified hand stamp '477'.

Fig. 12 (right above) Bewachungstruppen (Surveillance troops). PPC written by a Swiss guard. Military Unit hand  
stamp giving free post and a three-line hand-stamp usually applied to mail from an escaped P.O.W.

Fig. 13 (left above) Cover addressed to New Zealand via London. 20c. stamp paid airmail fee in excess of the  
overland charge which  was free  to the internee.  Adelboden internment camp cancel.  Swiss censor 315.  Blue  
crayon number of items in bag. 1st March 1944 mail for U.K. collected in Zürich, flown by Swissair to Stuttgart,  
then by train to Berlin for censorship. Flown by Lufthansa to Barcelona, then by BAOC to the U.K.

Fig. 14 (right) Cover from 2765120 Pte. McWhinnie interned in Adelboden paid 20c. airmail fee. Adelboden camp  
hand stamp. Swiss purple censor 364. Flown to Stuttgart by Swissair, rail to Berlin. German resealing tape tied by  
red 'cleared' hand stamp. Manuscript crayon 2122/13 (items in bag 13). Lufthansa to Lisbon BAOC flight to the  
U.K. English resealing label censor 1199. Unidentified hand stamp 902.

Adelboden post office was manned by a manager, an office worker, an apprentice, a grade II postman and 4 local  
postmen on 20th January 1944. Seven months later one of the local men was given a grade II post and a helper 
postman was employed for 7 hours each week.  On the 1 st July  1944 a post  office was opened at  Boden by 
Adelboden  in  the  house  of  postman  Johann  Lauber  who,  at  the  request  of  local  people,  took  over  the  
management of it. A further staff establishment change on 1st July 1945 provided for 6 postmen grade II and an 
assistant postman for 3 hours each week.

Post Second World War Developments
In anticipation of  the return of  large numbers of  tourists  there was an increase in the number of  staff  to 7  
postmen grade II and 2 assistants employed for 8 hours during the 6 months of the winter season effective from  
23rd October 1946.
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On New Years Day 1948 the Adelboden Post office staff establishment consisted of: Fritz Vitfian the manager  
grade VI, 1 office worker, 1 apprentice, 8 postmen grade II and 1 postman grade II working 8 hours to help during  
the 6 months winter season. An additional lady, Frauline Hadi Müller, was engaged on 1st April 1948.

Rapid growth in postal traffic led the P.T.T. Management to acknowledge that the accommodation at Dorfstrasse 
632c was insufficient for the task. On 7th October 1948 it was agreed that larger premises would be constructed 
and that the existing complex should be sold. 

Manager grade VI Fritz Vifian, now aged 52, was promoted to Grade V and took up a post in Langnau with effect  
from 1st January 1949. His successor in Adelboden was Christian Rieder, an Adelboner born in 1902, who had been  
employed in Thun 4 Dürrenast. When the year ended, in addition to the Manager grade VI, the staff of the Post  
office consisted of 1 office worker, 1 senior lady with extra pay, 1 apprentice (surplus), 2 postmen grade I, 6 
postmen grade II and 1 postman grade II to help during the 6 month winter season.

Records show that the post office turnover for 1950 was Sfr.15,884,400, of which Sfr.128,480 was postage stamp 
sales. 620,100 letter post and 37,873 parcel post items were dispatched whilst 1,007,700 letter post and 74,247  
packet post pieces were delivered.

On 1st October 1951 the new Post office was opened for business and 6 weeks later the automatic telephone 
service commenced operation. This latter event was accompanied by the person in charge of the T.T. Office taking 
retirement. The telegraph service and the 3 language service once more became the responsibility of the Post  
office service.

The staffing of the Adelboden Post office was modified several times in the years leading up to the retirement of  
Christian Rieder on 31st October 1967. 38 year old Fritz Zimmermann was appointed to the administrator's post  
the next day.

A service review conducted during 1970 introduced new staffing ratios of 1 Administrator, 1 Bureau chief, 13  
seasonal  postmen grade  II,  2  operating  assistants  (one  being  a  civil  servant)  and  1  trainee.  The  number  of  
employees was reduced to 6 plus 1 seasonal postman in post only during July, August and December to April in  
1974.

Visitor numbers to the village continued to increase over the next 20 years eventually leading to the inevitable  
decision to build a new post office as part of the Automobilverkehr Frutigen-Adelboden AG omnibus complex on  
Dorfstrasse.  Whilst  building  work  progressed  the  Post  office  was  located  in  temporary  accommodation  at 
Schönegg between October 1993 and June 1995. The present Post office at Dorfstrasse 6 opened for business on  
19th June 1995. (To be continued in a future edition)

REPORT OF THE SOUTHERN GROUP'S MEETING – 7  th   June 2014                      WERNER GATTIKER AND FRED HOADLEY

For those members who made the journey to Salisbury for this meeting, our guest speaker Grace Davies, treated  
us to a fascinating and unusual display on the theme of “Pages from Peace”. Grace skilfully selected many pages 
with a Swiss connection from her vast Peace collection, starting with the 1870 Franchise label inscribed PAIX, 
issued by the Aid Committee for (Franco-Prussian) war victims. 

In a most entertaining and informative way Grace first showed pages of peace stamps (including, of course, the 
PAX set), cards and postal history, followed by a philatelic illustration of Peace Conferences, many of which were 
held in Switzerland. A postcard showing delegates of the Locarno Conference, signed by a number of them, stood 
out. The display then turned to Organizations which fostered peace, such as the League of Nations and the United 
Nations, ending with a superb 12-page competitive gold-medal entry “Towards United Nations”. In the second half  
we were treated to the story of Nobel and some of the Laureates who received the Nobel Peace Prize. This  
included,  of  course,  Henry  Dunant  and  organizations  such  as  the  Red  Cross  (against  opposition  who rightly  
pointed out that the Red Cross does not promote peace, it merely humanizes war!), the Berne Peace Bureau, the  
International Labour and Refugees organizations, and, while Swiss in name only, Albert Schweitzer. A light-hearted  
final frame showed Swiss Hotels named “Hotel de la Paix” and similar. (n.b. Grace referred to and illustrated some  
of the material on display in her two-part article in the August and October 2013 editions of our newsletter.) 
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Plenty of philatelic discussion and exchange of useful knowledge took place over a pleasant buffet lunch, and was  
followed by a pot-pourri of members’ displays, to round off a wonderful day: Soldier Stamps and “Day of the 
Stamp” by Ted Stern, Suchard and Kohler picture postcards and Vatican Swiss Guard by Eric Lienhard, “stamps on 
reverse side” handstamps, and razor-blade postmarks from Don Symonds, Postage Due and other oddities by Bob 
Medland, miniature sheets and other issues 1930-1960 from Fred Hoadley.

PHILATELIC LITERATURE ANNOUNCEMENT

The President of the Royal Philatelic Society London writes: "Please find below a most exciting announcement 
from the British Library. As I’m sure you will be aware, the British Library holds a fabulous and almost complete 
collection of philatelic literature that was published prior to 1913. You can readily check the titles held in the 
Crawford Library by visiting: www.rpsl.org.uk/catalogue_search.asp and searching for ‘Crawford.
 

BRITISH LIBRARY (Head Curator Philatelic Collections) -  The Crawford Library Digitisation Project
The  British  Library's  Philatelic  Collections,  with  the  support  of  funding  from  the  British  Philatelic  Trust,  is  
undertaking to digitise the Crawford Library of philatelic literature.

Bequeathed by James Ludovic Lindsay, 26th Earl of Crawford in 1913, the Crawford Library comprises of circa 
4,500  volumes,  (including  books,  periodicals,  and  catalogues).  All  languages  and  places  of  publication  are  
represented, from 1860 until about 1913, it is undoubtedly the most important and comprehensive library in the 
world of philatelic literature from this period.

For preservation purposes in the 1990s the British Library prepared high-resolution microfilms of every page of 
every publication: this is approximately 900,000 pages! Trials have been conducted and these films are still in  
excellent condition and of sufficiently fine granularity to be converted into digital images and then successfully 
made searchable by optical character recognition techniques.

The Library is listed in the Catalogue of the Crawford Library of Philatelic Literature at the British Library, which 
was first published in 1911, and reprinted in 1991 with amendments and additions to the text, including where  
appropriate the British Library shelfmark.

Thanks to a generous grant by the British Philatelic Trust, this project can now move from being a feasibility study  
to reality. When the digitisation has been completed, this incredible resource will be made available online. There  
will be links directly to the digitized text so that researchers from around the world will be able to freely access  
and download the content. This will be available on both the British Library website and hosted by our partner in  
this part of the project, The Royal Philatelic Society London, via the Global Philatelic Library.

(The British Library is inviting rights holders in works that may be included in the Crawford Library  Digitisation to 
support the project. If rights holders prefer content not to appear, they are requested to communicate with the 
Library as early as possible, so that any such works can be restricted to traditional access.)"

FORTHCOMING SOCIETY MEETINGS

Southern Group - Saturday 4th October 2014, with Eric Lienhard as the main speaker, showing 'Swiss National 
Exhibitions'.  Northern  Group –  their  new  season  also  begins  on  Saturday  4 th October  2014  with  'New 
Acquisitions/Members' Choice' – all Members to contribute material if they wish. 
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MOTORISED POST COACHES                                                                                                                             BOYD MISSTEAR

The motorised transports depicted in this full page spread from the Swiss Railway Society's journal, Swiss Express,  
are from a number of different manufacturers (detailed description on next page). Thanks are due to Malcolm  
Bulpitt of Swiss Express and the producers of the composite illustration – Boyd Misstear and Tony Bagwell – for  
enabling it to appear in our newsletter (Ed.)
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The long-established company Barenco & Andreoli  of  Faido (TC)  today focuses on providing public  transport  
services on behalf  of  PostAuto Ticino using a modern fleet of  20 vehicles.  The company celebrated its  125 th 

Anniversary (1880-2005) with their motto “in viaggio con voi” (travelling with you). They designed and mounted a  
plaque on the side of their vehicles as part of this 2005 celebration.

The subjects of the illustrations are:  top right a 1924 Diatto able to carry 7 people and shows Louis, the driver!  
The Diatto company, or more correctly SA Autocostruzioni Diatto, was formed in Turin in 1906 and produced 
automobiles until 1927. The three vehicles featured immediately surrounding, above and below the plaque are 
from the former Swiss manufacturer A. Saurer AG. The one upper right is a 1938 model and first to be purchased  
by the Barenco family business. The later model below the plaque is a 1954 Saurer Autopostale Alpenwagen  
model L4CT2D with right hand drive and manual transmission. The right-hand drive was to help drivers more  
accurately measure how close to the edge they were travelling - nice feature before the advent of roadside guard  
rails!! Another couple of features of this particular postal bus was the cozy closeness of the upholstered seats  
which, on the warm summer’s day I was inside, exuded the distinctive rich aroma of fine leather! The rest of the  
pictures feature an assortment of modern buses that will be familiar to most everyone, even if they, like me, don’t  
know the actual make and model! Can any of our members identify the makes and models (Editor)?

D  É  J  À   VU REVISITED – RESPONSE                                                                                                                               DAVID HOPE

Further to the front page article last month. David Hope writes: "Fig. e shows an officer (3 stars on collar) probably  
a  captain  (see cap).  Fig.  f  is  a  Confederate  soldier  of  the  Medieval  period not  William Tell.  Fig.  h  is  also  a  
Confederate soldier. Fig. g represents a peasant with an axe, representing work done by Sappers.” Thankyou for  
the information David, but you have to admit that the faces on Figs. e and f may have been based on familiar  
images of General Guisan and our old friend Tell ! 

RECENT ARTICLES IN OTHER SWISS SOCIETIES' JOURNALS

The SVPS's latest edition of 'Der Poststempelsammler' has 65 A5 pages of useful philatelic information (mainly in  
German) full  of  colour  illustrations.  Subjects  include:  the Swiss  Fair  in Lugano 1933-1953;  Rollenmarken;  P.P.  
Machine Cancels and the minutes of the Society's AGM (43 Members present !).

The latest quarterly edition of the AHPS's journal 'Tell' included:
• A very detailed account by Ulrich Fehlmann, previously published in the SBZ, of the responses to the 

design of the Helvetia Busts and Tell Boy definitives – packed with colourful illustrations of all the  
1906  competition  essays  and  the  spoof  labels,  postcards,  adverts,  'spott-stamps'  and  alternative 
design suggestions produced - 11 full pages.

• Part IX of Richard Hall's epic on 'Travelling Over and Under the Gotthard Pass from Roman Times to  
2016'.  This  time the 'Philately  of  the Gotthard Express'  is  addressed with  copious illustrations  of 
commemorative material produced for the 50th and 100th Anniversaries of the Opening. 

• The 2013 Christmas Stamps with Dry Gum rather than Self-adhesive Gum. 
• The Last Journey of the Last Bahnpost Railway Post Office – Harkingen – Brig on the 29 th March 2014.

             Werner  Gattiker 
For most aspects of Swiss Philately and Postal History
• Free Standard Price List 1850 – 2012 with both Zumstein/SBK and Stanley Gibbons numbers.

• "Werner's Treasure Trove" sent most months to my customers, full of offers of stamps, covers,
cards, blocks, collections & lots, literature, etc.

• Liechtenstein also available.
     Werner Gattiker, P O Box 791 Hassocks, West Sussex, BN6 ODP – 01273 845501 -  werner@swisstamps.co.uk
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